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INTRODUCTION TO

AMT TEAM FIT

AMT Team Fit is a series of trainer-led small group exercise classes that unite
elements of aerobic conditioning, HIIT training, core and stabilisation, and
strength activities. These have been designed for beginners and advanced
members alike in Foundation, Boot Camp and HIIT formats.
The programme has been piloted in the UK at Spelthorne Leisure Centre and Leisure@Cheltenham.
Staff from both were trained by a Precor Master Trainer who showed them the full potential of the
Adaptive Motion Trainer (AMT) and the classes.
Leisure@Cheltenham started with a series of
taster classes, several times a day, to create
visibility and interest in the AMT Team Fit concept.
They then started a six-week block of sessions
running three a week, i.e. one each of Foundation,
Boot Camp and HIIT. At the end of each block,
they change the day of the week to give people
the chance to experience the variety of courses.
The classes are free for members as an added
value offer and £5.20 for non-members. Many
participants have signed up for repeat courses.

AMT Team Fit is a series
of trainer-led, small group
exercise classes proven to
build engagement,
create a point of
difference and contribute
to secondary revenue.

After a series of tasters, Spelthorne Leisure
Centre started blocks of beginner and advanced
classes over six weeks, each using five AMTs in
each session. They charge £45 for members and
£55 for non-members for the six sessions,
i.e. £7.50 per session, which includes before
and after BMI analysis and the extra personal
attention compared to their free large classes.
Again, many have signed up for repeat courses
and they are now adding a Boot Camp session for
those members who want to move on from the
existing classes.
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Rewarding and fun for your personal trainers that
also helps build their skills and knowledge.
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WHAT PEOPLE

ARE SAYING...

It’s definitely worthwhile running AMT Team Fit classes. It’s a lot
of fun to teach, having a group of five is fun, a nice size, they’ll /
you’ll learn a lot. There’s so much you can do on the machine that you’ll never
think of doing. The other classes we run; beach body, fitter-leaner-stronger, drop
a jeans size, are all very similar, circuit-class based. This is something that is
completely different.
Megan - Trainer, Spelthorne Leisure Centre

AMT Team Fit increases training satisfaction as members see results from the
facility’s equipment.
“With this class you are incorporating toning
and muscle strength. Upper body and lower
body toning... overall making me feel a lot
better about myself not just through losing
weight but overall body perception. The upping
of the intensity with the advanced class has
definitely helped me improve my overall fitness
and body strength.”
Member, Spelthorne
“I run marathons and I find the AMT Team Fit
class a great way to improve my cardio. It has
definitely helped me because there is less
impact on my joints. It’s helped improve my
fitness for my running.”
Member, Cheltenham
“It was amazing how many calories you burn in
a short space of time. I found that great. I like
the size of the class, you get the personal 		
trainer feeling with six people or less.”
Member, Spelthorne
“I definitely feel fitter, stronger, toned.”
Member, Cheltenham
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AMT Team Fit
generates revenue
and builds satisfaction
with value for money.
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Members feel real benefits
“...feel better about myself, it’s a great class... as it’s
high intensity you definitely know you have done it.”
Member, Cheltenham
“...I am not only fitter but I have lost inches.
My BMI has also gone down. Each week the things
I previously found hard, I have noticed they are all
becoming easier.”
Member, Spelthorne

Generates revenue and builds
satisfaction with value for money

“I feel a lot fitter for using the AMT. I feel there
was less strain on my ankles and knees, which was
important to me but I was at the same time able to
burn over 400 calories each time I used it.”

“Overall I’m very pleased with what the class has done for
me in terms of fitness and is well worth the money spent.”
Member, Spelthorne

Member, Spelthorne

“Definitely adds value for money, great class whilst 		
offering you a personal trainer touch”.
Member, Caheltenham

Classes lead to member enjoyment
and engagement
“I enjoy the class as it pushes me a million times 		
more than when I am working out on my own.”
Member, Cheltenham
“Love that it is a small group, far more focused, 		
more attention from the trainer. You are more 		
pushed. It’s not like a large class where you can try
and ease off a bit without anyone knowing.”
Member, Spelthorne
“It was very similar to having your own personal 		
trainer, so they would adapt the class if we were 		
struggling or she thought we could do more.”
Member, Spelthorne

AMT Team Fit contributed to a major weight loss
One member at Spelthorne lost five stone, taking part in a beginners
block and two blocks of advanced AMT Team Fit classes as part of a
regime including personal training and dieting.
“It has really assisted me in my weight loss, which was my primary
objective, and has helped me with cardiovascular fitness. I have also
improved my muscle tone. With me it is about losing the weight and
keeping the weight off, and the class has definitely helped me. I have lost
five stone in ten months, with more weight being lost once I started on
the AMT Team Fit classes.”
Member, Spelthorne
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AMT Team Fit classes boost…
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ATTRACTION - The classes create a point of difference when showing
prospects your facilities.
RETENTION - Increases member engagement and members want to sign
up for more classes.
SECONDARY REVENUE - Provides another significant revenue stream, making income from an
existing asset and contributes to your targets.
EFFICIENCY - Further increases utilisation of your AMTs.

INCREASED UTILISATION

OF THE AMT

There has been a 14% increase in hours spent on the AMTs at Spelthorne since
the AMT Team Fit classes begun, as shown by the analysis of Preva Business
Suite (PBS) data.*
“I still use the machine incorporating
things from the class, for 30 to
45 minutes.”
Member, Spelthorne
“...you learn how to use the AMT fully.
I have really learnt how to use the 		
dials now, instead of just hopping on
and hoping for the best. Now I use it
how it should be used.”
Member, Spelthorne

Differentiation from
other facilities
“...no other Gym has AMT Team Fit
They all have circuits, body build etc.
but this is different.”
Member, Cheltenham
*Comparing June 2015 with January 2015.
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ACHIEVING BUSINESS

OBJECTIVES

“The AMT is an amazing piece of kit and the classes help people get the most out of it in an enjoyable
way. You get people coming back again and again, so it’s good for membership retention and it helps 		
us meet our revenue targets for small class income.”
Victoria Champion - Fitness Manager, Spelthorne Leisure Centre

“The AMT Team Fit classes help strengthen relationships with members and feed nicely into our
personal training services. Our clients have been very impressed with the versatility of the workouts 		
and are taking information away to apply to their own training. It increases motivation. The courses 		
are also effective for those on GP/health referral that suffer from joint problems and benefit from zero 		
impact training. It gives us a real point of difference.”
Chris Davis - Fitness Suite Supervisor, Leisure@Cheltenham

To find out how
AMT Team Fit could
help your facility email
info@precor.com
or call 01276 404900.
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